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Sodium Analyzer

ELTA is pleased to present its last model of Sodium analyzers: CITA 2340: Automatically controlled
sodium meter, integrating more automation and performances results respecting costs and wastes
reduction

Characteristics:

The electronic unit integrates a powerful (PC)) calculator and a large backlit LCID graphical display.
Parametring is performed simply thanks to a pop up menu and an help is integrated to the exploitation
software. 7-day analysis values are displayed and stored as a graph for tendency references. In case out-
of-tolerance standards are detected, the operator is used to memorize the 20 past calibrations and refers
to a menu-driven as a self-test, assisted maintenance user-friendly interface.

CITA 2340 has two configurable analog outputs A logarithmic output in basis 10 of 4 decades (from
0, 1 Rg/I to mg/1 Na") makes part of the configuration.

Every CITA 2340 has three alarm thresholds configurable and dedicated to one event. The thresholds
allow to indicate sodium or temperature exceedings. The operator can also adjust the hysteresis criteria
and confirm the period of exceedings

The measurement tank remains in water that guarantees the measurement electrodes durability. A
special and exclusive de-gassing system eliminates all the air bubbles.

CITA 2340 software includes a 2-to 6-channel sample switch entirely configurable. The operator tapes
directly the control parameters on the management table of the switch. The hydraulic added unit focus on
3-way 220 V electrovalves which are piloted directly by the sodiummeter. There is no possible conflict of
management between the switch and the sodiummeter running, especially during calibration.
Commutation can be performed either manually or automatically.

The registrator allows the calibration to be transmissed to the Control Room thanks to a configurable 420
mA output. There is a break-made output indicating that the apparatus is calibrating or because
maintenance is performing by an operator. The two sampling solutions with low sodium content are
stored in the hydraulic cabinet locked.

Electronic control and signal retransmission:

A sampling tension generator is connected and can replace the electrodes (optional) The output milli-
ammeter is connected to the relevant unpined terminal

The CITA 2340 complies with a very precise measurement having a relative error of detection inferior to
+5% relative or 0,5 ppb in absolute.

The traceability of the gaps implies that the user elaborates a procedure for registration.

The apparatus memorizes the 7-past days of measurement and restores them on the graphic display.

Running and exploitation safety

The CITA 2340 is recommended for its running with and without boric acid in NPP sampling water.
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pH conditioning:

The CITA 2340 uses a gas ammonia conditioning.

pH and sample ionic strength are stabilized by the ammonia circuit whatever the temperature variations of
the premises are (between OC and 500C). This unique property assures the durability and the
measurement accuracy.

Exploitation safety:

The operator's safety is guaranteed by systems which cut off manually the analyzer (manual shut-down
valves) or automatically in case there is a sampling flow cut off (the electrovalve is piloted by the
analyzer). Installation devices avoid all direct gaseous wastes controlling the safety valve output of the
NH3 pressure regulator towards the sewerage system which has to be set always in water.

Ammonia gas conditioning has been chosen after great technical considering. It has been finally induced
because of safety imperatives regarding exploitation and takes into account the consurnables costs:
ammonia is the lowest toxic of pH adjusters available. In case it is mixted accidently with air, there is no
explosive danger! Ammonia is stored at a low pressure 7 bars) in a steel bottle with a normalized
handling device. A shut-down flow valve is installed at the NH3 gas output. And so, in case a tube is
broken down, the maximum flow of ammonia leak will be widely under the legal value of exposure for
men and women.

Important reduction of wastes:

The low sampling flow in our apparatus allows to reduce greatly the ammonia consumption (from about a
10 factor) and so, accordingly the volume of wastes. In this way, a B14 steel bottle of 14 litres from AIR
LIQUIDE, containing liquefied ammonia 9.5 M3 of ammonia gas) at a low pressure is sufficient for to 
years of use for a sodiummeter. If we chose another conditioning pH system, we will have to manage and
evacuate about 60 to 96 glass bottles (hypothesis of consumption: litre per month and per
sodiummeter).

The steel bottles from AIR LIQUIDE can be bought at a low cost. After a fortuitous radioactive
contamination, they become wastes that have to be casked. If it is not necessary, they can be refilled by
AIR LIQUIDE.

This type of conditioning, associated with a fixed installation we are used to propose to our customers has the
main following advantages:

Minimization of the toxic risk:

- stainless steel installation,

- the lowest toxicity for the pH conditioning of the sodium measurement,

- product lightly inflammable,

- no possible addiction and the olfactory detection threshold is greatly under the maximum value of
tolerated exposure.

Significant reduction of the exploitation costs

- a product widely used of low cost,

- an operator's intervention period very short and not very frequent. The periodicity of the bottle is about 
years 60 months).

Calibration:

The calibrating function in 2 points can be performed periodically (configurable cycle, usually calibration
every days). The two (< sampling tankers allow 20 calibrations. These samples are prepared in laboratory
using a main solution dilution of 1000 ppm certified NBS to +/- ppm. Once prepared, these samples can be
controlled comparatively in a laboratory.
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It concerns a real calibration in 2 points with sampling solutions aached to the International System and not
a device with measuring out additions. And so in this way, calibration is not dependent from the sampling
sodium content.

During the automatic sampling phase, every 420 mA output memorize the last value measured. In manual
calibrating mode and according the operators selection, the 420 mA outputs can indicate the content of the
samplings. In all cases, the sodium content in process is displayed on the screen.

Thanks to the 20 past sampling memorization, the user assures a real traceability of the calibrating
operations, mainly regarding the slope and the electrode shift.

Electric interfaces:

The CITA 2340 is configurable for a 420 mA signal transmission in the range from 0,11 to 1000 pg/l,
according a logarithmic scale in base 10. This range is currently exploited by E.D.F. Other output
combinations are configurable by the user.

When the CITA 2340 is connected on an unique way of measurement (without a 2- to 6-channel sample
switch), it goes on transmitting permanently the sodium content on the analog 420 mA output N"I of this
way.

When it is connected in 2 ways mode of measurement, the sodiummeter delivers permanently the sodium
content on the analog output 420 mA N01 of the way I and the sodium content of the way 2 on the analog 4-
20 mA output N2. The 420 mA output which does not correspond to the way in scrutation process is
<( freezed )) by the analyzer.

The operator has electromechanical contacts assignable for:

- exceedings of the alarm threshold 3 possibilities),

- dysfonctions,

- availability of the measurement.

Ergonomics:

The power of the PC )> calculator and the large graphic LCID screen of the electronic unit allow a clear
interactive interface for the operator in French, in English or in German thanks to:

- graphic display,

- data display,

- measurement storage capabilities (from 20 hours to 7 days),

- fully automatic calibration and its restarting sequence,

- anomalies diagnosis,

- self-test, assisted maintenance.

- test of the hydraulic and electric functions,

- storage of the 20 past calibrations,

- schedule for maintenance.

Selection of the functions is performed easily thanks to pop up menus. The software can be released easily
in order to integrate new functions of communication.

Characteristics

The sample switch of the sodiummeters sums up to the management of two 220 V 3-way electrovalves
connected by a T-square at the sodiummeter input line. It is a very simple function because the switch
software resides into the sodiummeter processor. This unit structure is very interesting because it avoids the
2- to 6-chanel sample switch to be in conflict with the sodiummeter. It minimizes also the necessary costs of
supplies and installation.
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(Refer to the leaflet atached about technical characteristics of the CITA 2340).

Simplified maintenance and light consumption of low costs reagents

The table below give information about the schedule for preventive maintenance operations:

Frequency Designation

From to 2 months Flow controls.

Calibration solutions replacement

Every 3 months Cleaning of the capillary tube of the sampling circuit.

Regeneration of the measurement electrode.

Regeneration fo the by-pass filter of the
sodiummeter.

Every 4 months Change of the electrolyte bottle of the reference
electrode or adjustment of the level of liquid.

Cleaning of the measurement tank.

Every 12 months Change of the reference electrode.

Every 30 months Change of the measurement electrode.

Change of the air filter.

Every 20 months or 60 months Change of the NH3 gas bottle.
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